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SSD Production:

As of 25/10: 180 of 135 modules in 

Nijmegen done!
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SSD installed (511
detectors)

with PMT (80
detectors)

w/o PMT (431
detectors)

SSD not installed
(1156 detectors)

UUB (12
detectors)

511 modules installed in 
the field, 80 with PMTS

First analysis: differences 
SSD/WCD consistent with 
different e/mu response 
(Mart Pothast)

Auger Radio Upgrade

JRH 02.10.2019 �1

RD status and 
plans

Jörg R. Hörandel

update on
- SALLA
- mechanical structure
- electronics (Roel)
- budget
- schedule
- EA in November  

(—> extra talk)

JRH 02.10.2019 �5

mechanical frame
new design, 

very stiff and robust

Prototype in the field

Final design almost 

ready

JRH 30.05.2019 �9

JRH 30.05.2019 �5

final version of LNA, RU Nijmegen, June 2019

Final design almost 

ready

Mid November: 10 station engineering array with final 
mechanics and electronics.
Unlike Astro, the RU-HEF group is not involved in the 
analysis, lack of PhD-power

Bottleneck: UUB (Upgraded Auger baseline electronics). We got more influence on this thanks to NWO-groot
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General Auger analysis highlights

Neutrino limit: Well below 
Waxman-Bahcall bound
JCAP10 (2019) 022

A. Aab et al. Multi-Messenger Physics with the Pierre Auger Observatory
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Figure 6. Gamma-ray spectrum from the Galactic center region as measured by the H.E.S.S. collaboration
(red points) [81]. The measured photon flux is extrapolated into the EeV range, given the quoted spectral
index and its uncertainties (blue shaded region). The Auger limit [79] is indicated by a green line (the green
band reflects again the spectral uncertainties of the gamma-ray spectrum). A spectral index with cutoff
energy Ecut = 2.0 · 106 TeV is indicated by the dashed line.

found for a number of Galactic sources, would result in the same energy flux in the EeV decade if the
spectrum continues to such high energies and energy losses during propagation are negligible. A source of
specific interest is the galactic center for which the H.E.S.S.-collaboration measured a gamma-ray flux up
to about 50 TeV without any observation of a cutoff or a spectral break, suggesting that the Galactic center
hosts a peta-electron volt accelerator, called PeVatron [81].

It is still debated whether these photons are produced in hadronic processes. An interesting test for this is
provided by a search for neutrons from this direction, because neutrons would necessarily be produced
in charge exchange interactions of protons at the source. This will be discussed in section 5. The ratio
between photon and neutron emissivities from pp collisions at the same primary proton energy depends
primarily on the spectral index of the protons at the source. Assuming a continuation of the parent proton
spectrum with a spectral index �p . 2.4 well beyond the energies observed in the photon spectrum, the
photon emissivities are expected to dominate over those of neutrons [82].

To search for photons from a list of predefined target sources [79], more relaxed cuts are applied to
the observed events [83]. For each candidate source direction an optimized cut in the multivariate output
distribution is determined which depends on the expected number of isotropic background events in that
direction. This number is calculated by applying a scrambling technique that takes into account detector
efficiencies and aperture features. For each target direction, a top-hat counting region of 1� is assumed
[83]. Averaging over all considered target directions, the multivariate cut is expected to retain 81.4 % of
photons while rejecting 95.2 % of background hadrons. In none of the sources and source classes could EeV
photons be detected. As an example, the result for the Galactic center is illustrated in Fig. 6. Conservatively,
the extrapolation of the H.E.S.S. data to EeV energies does not take into account the increase of the pp
cross-section by about 40 % relative to TeV energies. The current upper limit of 0.044 eV cm�2 s�1 (95
% C.L., � = 2) at energies above 0.2 EeV can already constrain the allowed parameter space for a flux
continuation to EeV energies.

The observation of photon fluxes from individual sources or from stacked sets of targets would have
proved that EeV protons are being accelerated at those considered sources within the galaxy or its

Frontiers 13

Multi-messenger: GW follow up, 
Galactic center photons, …
Front. Astron. Space Sci. 6 (2019) 24.

Site selection 
for GP300, G10K 
is completed

First prototype 
units in the field

Electronics prototypes 
are being evaluated

Computer House

Solar Panels
Solar Panels

Sector Antenna Rocket

Good support local 
government (infrastructure!)

GRAND collaboration is being 
formed MoU proposal to be 
discussed in WAR 


